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This report was originally produced by Village Well in August 2016 for the Crown in Right of Tasmania 
(Crown) as represented by the Department of State Growth, and updated by Bruny Life in conjunction 
with Village Well in December 2017,  for the purpose of updating information and concepts to ensure they 
reflect the local context. 

The Crown, its officers, employees and agents do not accept liability, however arising, including liability for 
the accuracy or completeness of this information or liability for any loss or other consequences resulting 
from the use of or reliance upon the information and/or reliance on its availability at any time. Users 
of the material should never rely on the material as a substitute for seeking appropriate legal or other 
professional advice or as a basis for doing or failing to do any thing.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

How to Use This Report 

This report introduces a new shared Vision supported by a series of 
project concepts. This report should be read alongside the ‘Bruny 
Island Placemaking and Experience Key Findings Report’ (June 2016), 
a precursor to this report that details additional ideas and case studies. 
The Key Findings Report and this Strategy sit within a broader repertoire 
of work including Council strategies, the Bruny Island Destination Action 
Plan (DAP, July 2016), Destination Southern Tasmania Brand Strategy (in 
progress), Tasmania’s Visitor Engagement Blueprint (in progress), and 
planned engineering and road projects.

It is intended that this report should be used by the Bruny Community, 
Kingborough Council, Destination Southern Tasmania (DST), the 
Department of State Growth and Project Partners:

• To inspire the creation of a ‘Project Champion Group’ (note: this 
may be the same group as DAP Implementation Leadership 
Group) who will help to build momentum and deliver initiatives. 
Start by inviting all individuals and organisations who have been 
engaged to date and welcome other interested partners;

• To guide new and planned physical and social infrastructure 
improvements;

• To inform a ‘prioritisation process’. Concepts in this report provide 
a starting point to discuss prioritisation and the development of 
an Implementation Plan (including priority projects, key dates for 
delivery, partnerships and resourcing);

• As a tool for the ‘Project Champion Group’ to sell the vision and 
increase partnerships;

• To establish some ‘quick win’ projects to implement as soon as 
possible, which will help build momentum and trust. 

Village Well were engaged by the Department of State Growth, in 
collaboration with Destination Southern Tasmania, Tourism Tasmania, 
Tourism Northern Tasmania, East Coast Tasmania and Cradle Coast 
Authority (the above parties formed the Project Steering Committee) to 
prepare a Placemaking and Experience Strategy (this report) with the aim 
of improving local and visitor experience of Bruny Island. This project, and 
its associated process, is a pilot project for the State and it is anticipated 
some of the concepts in this report could inspire appropriation or testing 
at locations throughout Tasmania. 

Village Well’s approach sits within a ‘5Ps of Placemaking’ lens: people, 
physical environment, product, programme and planet. This lens has 
been used to frame a holistic set of concepts (improvement projects) 
throughout this report.
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Project Objectives
This project trialled a Placemaking process and approach to guide 
improvements to visitor and local experience on Bruny Island. 

This strategy aims to:

• Create a quality visitor experience that reflects core community 
values and showcases ‘what makes Bruny Island special’;

• Support local businesses (including producers and craftspeople) 
through tourism;

• Increase visitor understanding of community values and ‘what 
makes Bruny Island special’;

• Maintain the essence of Bruny Island, the things that make it 
special and the lifestyle the locals love;

• Increase visitor awareness and education about the island;
• Manage on-the-ground visitor expectations;
• Celebrate community efforts, people and stories;
• Shift perception of tourism from ‘commercial benefit’ to 

‘community benefit’;
• Shift mindset of community, Council and State Government from 

“no, because ...” to “yes, if ...” to foster positive change;
• Prioritise and build necessary social infrastructure - networks, 

partnerships, support, and capacity building;
• Improve physical infrastructure to support social infrastructure;
• Alleviate pressure on local volunteers in peak periods, in particular 

emergency services;
• Address infrastructure gaps during peak periods, both social and 

physical;
• Increase the percentage of current visitors who access the ‘Real 

Bruny’ and stay for longer than one or two days; 
• Be bold and focus on fostering local community, which will reflect 

an improved visitor experience.

The strategy also aims to influence broader objectives that could 
be achieved through future community and economic development 
strategies to:

• Increase attractiveness of the Island for younger generations to 
live and work (new remote working cloud-based opportunities;

• Contribute to and support a diverse, self-sustaining and resilient 
local economy and community that offers a diverse range of 
opportunities for young people to live and stay on the island, as 
well as for the elderly population to stay and ‘age in place’;

• Build a shared community vision that the whole community owns 
and that ensures they want to be part of actively contributing to its 
implementation.

Placemaking is about understanding what makes 
a place unique and how it is experienced by its 
audiences now and in the future. 

Placemaking focuses on activating places in ways 
that enhance and create meaningful experiences 
for visitors and locals alike. 

Placemaking provides an exploration of the 
elements that make people want to stay and 
enjoy a place and ultimately how people feel 
inspired, connected, comfortable and attached 
to their surroundings. 
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Delivering Placemaking and Experience 
Concepts
The success and ownership of the implementation of Placemaking and 
experience concepts will depend on a collaborative community and 
stakeholder approach.

Community Effort and Ownership 

Placemaking is about fostering the ‘local’ and ensuring the essence and 
authenticity of people and place is not diluted or falsely represented, 
therefore local ownership and contribution is critical. With this, comes 
time and effort and this should be acknowledged as ‘work-in-kind’. 

Council Ownership and Support

Kingborough Council buy-in and contribution to concepts is critical. 
Council play an important role through advocacy, capacity building, 
‘joining the dots’ (connecting concepts with aligned programs and 
people), prioritising critical initiatives in capital works budgets, and 
using this report to inform future policies and strategies. Applications 
for Council Grants that align with concepts within this report should be 
assessed favourably.

State and Federal Government

State and Federal Government could assist with funding support for 
current or planned projects that align with recommendations in this 
report. Development and implementation of an appropriate co-funding 
model, including Public Private Partnerships should be explored further to 
help realise a number of critical recommendations that Community and 
Council may not be able to deliver on their own.

The Wider ‘Bruny Family’ and Crowd-Funding Opportunities 

Many people have an emotional connection to Bruny beyond the 
residents who live there. Crowd-funding - the practice of funding a 
project by raising small amounts of money from a large number of people  
to increase the pool of funding, typically via the Internet - has great 
potential to connect and gain support from those who already enjoy the 
Island and want to see the Island experience enhanced. 

Crowd-funding invites locals,  ‘shackies’ and visitors to contribute 
financially to the realisation of projects, Promotion of initiatives at 
community events, on the ferry and at key Island destinations during the 
crowd-funding period will help to bring awareness to a wide audience.

 Local Businesses and Organisations 

Foster the wealth of local business experience and knowledge by 
seeking to partner with already successful businesses and organisations 
to manage Community-Owned commercial enterprises, e.g. retail and 
accommodation. 

In joint partnership with the community and authorities, explore 
appointment of an entity through an ‘Expression of Interest’ (EOI) 
process for the on-going management of Community-Owned projects. 
EOI selection criteria should emphasise the tenderers ability to contribute 
positively to the community (through social, economic and environmental 
benefits), in addition to highlighting successful track record delivering 
community benefits. This selection process will help to build on what 
is already working well on the Island and provide opportunity for 
established Bruny businesses and organisations to apply.
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‘Work-in-kind’ is an approach to valuing contribution of an individual 
or organisation where no payments for labour/services are made. This 
contribution may have an approximate costing to it, for example 40 hours 
of project input by a community member may equal $2,000.  This is 
therefore considered a community or organisation’s contribution for grants 
that require ‘matched’ funding by the applicant.
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P L A C E  V I S I O N 
&  P R I N C I P L E S

The Place Vision Statement (below) and Place Principles (adjacent) 
set the aspirational tone and are built on the distinct character of 
Bruny Island. The Place Vision Statement provides a shared vision 
for local and visitor experience. Place Principles are based on the 
core values for the local community and offer guidance to the key 
concepts outlined in this strategy. 

Celebrating Bruny ‘islandness’ 
through story-telling;

Showcasing our people and culture, our 

coastal wilderness, our produce, our 

creative scene, and our rich layered history 

VISION STATEMENT:
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GENEROUS IN SPIRIT

A highly regarded core community value; to be generous with 
time and energy, locals deeply care for their Island and want to 
share elements of their experience. Likewise visitors should be 
expected to reflect this spirit of giving. 

CELEBRATING ‘SLOWNESS’ 

Slowed pace, enjoying the moment, free to be spontaneous 
and a step away from the hustle of city life; this is the ‘real 
Bruny’. Visitors take time to see, traverse and participate in the 
Island’s experiences.

HIGH QUALIT Y AND LOW-IMPACT

Opportunities need to have low-impact on the environment 
and be  implementable without compromising quality. This is a 
wholehearted representation of the ‘Bruny’ brand.

FUTURE PROOFING

Looking forward, and creating a sense of preparedness. Our 
ability to ‘age in place’ is equally about finding opportunities for 
younger demographics to call Bruny home, with the evolution 
of the Island needing to consider its future stewardship and 
renewal”.

DARE TO TRY

Embrace the testing grounds ethos - nothing tried, nothing 
gained - especially for ideas where there is little to lose.
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K E Y  C O N C E P T S

The following ten concepts have been informed by on-
the-ground analysis and the community and stakeholder 
engagement process carried out from June to July 2016. 

Each concept includes:

• A summary overview and description of how it will 
ultimately enhance the experience;

• In-depth breakdown of key opportunities; 

• Partnership opportunities for the delivery of the key 
opportunities;

• Supporting imagery.
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Walking Tracks

Workshop and Skills-Share  
Destination

The Ferry Experience Connecting Community  
and Businesses

Historic Stories and Opening Up 
Murrayfield

Summer Resourcing

The ‘Real Bruny’ Brand Journey Marking  
and ‘Wayfinding’

Experience Centre Pilot Project: 
Alonnah Hall

1 0  K E Y  
C O N C E P T S

Improving the Island’s 
Accommodation Experience
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The Ferry Experience

It’s all about the journey. As an Island, the voyage to Bruny 

is a key part of the local and visitor experience. Bruny’s 

ferry provides the key link to the mainland and the first 

and last point of entry; thus, the primary opportunity to 

leave a lasting impression. 

There are ferry terminals at Kettering and Robert’s Point 

and the journey takes approximately 20 minutes. Visitors 

waiting at the terminals (when in peak times they may be 

waiting for up to two hours) or on the ferry are a captive 

audience ready, waiting and willing to discover the stories 

of Bruny and appreciate its unique community values. 

Key Opportunities

Shaping the new ferry contract
The renewal of the ferry contract presents an opportunity to shape a 
collaborative relationship between the future ferry operator and the 
Bruny Island and Kettering communities. 

Whatever the outcome of the tender process, the ongoing partnership 
between the ferry operator, local communities and local businesses is 
crucial to the Placemaking Vision.

Improving the experience at Kettering Ferry Terminal
• Commission local artists to create a ‘Bruny’ artwork on walls or 

hoardings that showcase Bruny stories. 

• Explore enlarging #Brunymeet Instagram photos and use as an 
opportunity to get visitors’ to contribute their images.

• Work with Bruny Island Gateway Cafe (formerly Mermaid Cafe) 
to replace signage on walls with a ‘Bruny Faces Campaign’ or the 
enlarged #Brunymeet images that share locals’ stories. Include a mix 
of tourism operators and locals (website addresses may be located on 
image). This should be used as an incentive to negotiate the removal 
of illegal signage across the Island’s road network.

• Place a “What’s On” noticeboard listing upcoming activities and 
events. Messages could encourage visitors to better plan their trip and 
extend their stay. Include a central noticeboard at the Bruny Island 
Gateway Cafe and two additional noticeboards adjacent to the ferry 
vehicle queuing space.

• Install a significant art sculpture (lit at night) linking to the Bruny 
Art Trail experience (refer to Journey Marking and ‘Wayfinding’), an 
experience similar to Naoshima Art Island where visitors note “let’s 
meet at the pumpkin”, an iconic artwork by Yayoi Kusama.

• Handout a “Hello Island; Locals Guide to Bruny” (refer to The ‘Real 
Bruny’ Brand) and rubbish bags, with ferry tickets during non-peak 
periods. 
 

Reimagine the 20-minute journey across the Channel
• During peak periods ‘Bruny Ambassadors’ locate on the upper-floor 

of the ferry and become the go-to person for information about 
the Island (refer to Summer Resourcing). The ‘Bruny Ambassador’ 
hand-delivers all visitors a ‘Hello Bruny’ zine and shares key values of 
the Island. Hand out rubbish bags and disposal information helps to 
embed a culture of environmental awareness and good behaviour.

• ‘Bruny Ambassadors’ capture visitor expectations through ipad 
surveys or a QR code link on the journey to Bruny. Ask questions 
including, “What are you excited about seeing/doing on Bruny?” or for 
the return journey to Kettering, ”What were your favourite destinations 
and secret gems”. This information will help measure whether 
expectations are met and may be used to develop a publicised 
‘Favourite Places List’.

• Showcase local stories and people through art on the ferry and 
facilitate the opportunity for Bruny Island District School students to 
paint or contribute artwork.

• Share the ‘Favourite Places List’ on the ferry as a floor or wall decal 
(adhesive poster), including specific place names and photographs 
for easy navigation. The list may also be exhibited artistically through 
digital updates at Hobart airport.

• Locate Bruny food stall(s) on the upper floor that sell ‘small bites of 
Island delights’, similar to a Farm Gate market stall such as the current 
Bruny Island Oyster stand;

• Next to food stall(s), convert one or two carparking spaces on the 
upper-deck into a ‘parklet’ in peak-season (note, ‘parklets’ are parking 
spaces transformed into a mini park or green space). Include pot 
plants, seating and umbrellas (weather dependent). Locate with the 
‘Bruny Ambassadors’ and ‘Hello Island’ guide.

• Work with sound artists to create soundscapes for people to tune into 
on the radio. This may include local musicians, stories read by locals, 
humorous tales about the place, or historical tales told through sound 
rather than speech. 
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Further Opportunities for Consideration
• Explore introduction of a donation scheme collected on 

the ferry from visitors. The donations collected should be 
assigned to priority projects or resourcing in summer, in 
particular for emergency services.

• Add a pedestrian only Ferry in peak periods, which connects 
to a bus network between the ferry terminal, Lighthouse, key 
settlements and walking tracks.

Potential Partnerships or Resources for Delivery
• Ferry Operator
• Bruny Island Gateway Cafe
• Robert’s Point Shop
• Smokehouse
• Cherry Farm and Stall 
• Bruny Island producers (stall holders)
• Volunteer tourists
• Bruny arts community

Expand information and artistic opportunities at the 
Robert’s Point Ferry Terminal
• Place Bruny art and enlarged #Brunymeet images on bus stop walls, as 

noted above.

• Provide a safe large pull-over area near the northern side of Roberts 
Point. This should become an essential stop for visitors as they disembark 
the ferry and want to get their bearings.

• Create a park space near the vehicle waiting area to sit and enjoy the 
view whilst waiting to depart the Island. Include deck chairs, warm 
blankets for winter, picnic blankets for summer, and a grassed area for 
playing ball games. 

• Position a Summer Food Market on weekends in the park and invite 
musicians to play. 

• Install a large ‘farmgate’ stall (refer to Journey Marking and ‘Wayfinding) 
near the Roberts Point area, that can be used by Bruny farmers and 
producers. Alternatively or concurrently, work with the Robert’s Point 
Kiosk to diversify their offering and open out to the street and facing the 
channel with outdoor seating.

• Locate an iconic sculpture in the landscape as a meeting place near the 
Roberts Point area and marker to the start and end of the journey (part of 
the Bruny Art Trail, refer to Journey Marking and Wayfinding).

• Place another “What’s On” noticeboard (similar to the one located at the 
Kettering Terminal) near the northern side of Roberts Point.

.
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Connecting Community  
and Businesses

Visitors to Bruny are looking for a seamless, holistic 

experience of the place and this could be improved 

through greater collaboration between Bruny businesses 

and community groups. This synergistic approach will 

ultimately help with the implementation of opportunities 

in this report and will knowledge and resource share, 

capacity and forge diverse networks between community 

and business. 

Key 
Opportunities

Develop a strong business network

Determine and spread word of mouth recommendations, sharing with visitors ‘Locals Secret Places’. Consider 
including in marketing material and the “Hello Island” Guide (refer to The ‘Real Bruny’ Brand).This may 
morph into a ‘Favourite Places’ network, connecting aligned operators and promoting other businesses. In 
addition explore the creation of ‘foodie’ memberships (monthly or quarterly produce delivery to intrastate 
destinations) for produce-oriented businesses. 

Create a ‘Community Connections’ grant programme to incentivise unique 
partnerships
Grant submissions would need to demonstrate they have forged three (or more) new partnerships that have 
brought together an eclectic group of community/business representatives (new partnerships preferably) 
to plan an ‘experience-oriented’ project that benefits locals and visitors. Recognise continued success in 

partnerships that have received grants and promote these partnerships to the wider community.

Explore funding opportunities for ‘Small Poppy Village Grants’ that encourage 
improvements to community meeting places
Support community-driven projects that improve the appearance or use of shared space, connect 
community and business, celebrate the arts scene, reflect heritage and culture, contribute to Island 

sustainability and contribute to village vibrancy and long-term resilience.

Forge a quarterly grant application information session inviting all community 
groups
Share learnings on successful applications, how to write grants, where to apply, promote current or regularly 
available grants, and demonstrate how to improve their capacity. Encourage community representatives and 

groups present to pool their resources for mutual grant possibilities.

Celebrate and highlight successful Public-Private Partnership projects through 
information share
Recognising significant projects that have demonstrated community benefit and conveying successful work 
already completed, encouraging the community, Council and State Government to discuss and reflect on 
these projects. Explore a method of conveying the information similar to the ‘Bruny Faces’ campaign.
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Potential Partnerships or Resources for Delivery
• Bruny Island businesses 
• Kingborough Council
• State Government
• Bruny Island Tourism organisations
• Local groups and organisations (‘Friends of’ groups)

Selection criteria for grant applications could include Village 
Benefit (overall social, environmental and economic benefit), 
Community Participation (connecting the community), Matching 
Grant (financial or work-in-kind input from applicants) and 
Project Management (realistic and achievable initiatives with an 
Implementation Plan).
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Summer Resourcing

With resourcing demands pushed to their limits in the 

busy summer months, it will be integral to improve 

services by embedding a culture of volun-tourism and 

where necessary temporarily employ emergency service 

roles. Equally, this is about creating a programme of 

events and opportunities that can ‘bulk up’ the provision 

of events, retail and improve access to key sites. 

Management is an integral part of this with inspiration 

already found on the Island, such as the Parks and Wildlife 

Service’s volunteer caretaker program.

Key 
Opportunities

Implement of a ‘Bruny Ambassadors’ programme
Visitors (‘Volun-tourists) should be invited to apply for ‘Ambassador’ role, where they would provide a 
personal touch to the visitor experience through high impact education and sharing the Island’s core values. 

As well as being located on the ferry, ‘Bruny Ambassadors’ should be present at key sites.

Undertake a ‘Needs Analysis’ for emergency service provisions in peak periods
Determining the needs around improving the safety of locals and visitors and to assess the need for 
paid emergency provisions. In turn, this would determine whether funding should be supplied or whether 
volunteer assistance would be more suitable. Explore a summer volunteer emergency services rotation 

programme in partnership with a nationally-based paramedic education program.

Build on the Parks and Wildlife Services volunteer caretaker programme
Expand the current successful caretaker model operating at the Quarantine Station, such as at campgrounds 

and key walking tracks.

Create a roaming local produce store (food truck)
The truck would travel across the Island, stopping at less well resourced locations. Produce sold may come 
from the Alonnah Hall Experience Centre Co-op store (refer to Experience Centre Pilot Project) with the 
inclusion of affordable ready-made meals. Design of the roaming produce store should allow for it to open up 

at its edges with stools for sitting.

Explore volunteer project opportunities for experts skills-share, building skills 
and capacity to improve infrastructure and processes
Encourage, for example, graphic design volunteers to assist in the production of the brand material or the 
“Hello Island” Guide (refer to The ‘Real Bruny’ Brand) or look to implement sustainable-build projects for 

community-owned accommodation initiatives (refer to Community-Owned Accommodation). 
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Potential Partnerships or Resources for Delivery
• Parks and Wildlife Service
• Kingborough Council
• State Government
• Bruny Island Tourism organisations
• Local groups and organisations (‘Friends of’ groups)
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The ‘Real Bruny’ Brand

Bruny already has an iconic brand, noted regionally, 

nationally and internationally, yet much of the local 

community and feedback from visitors has noted the 

‘brand’ does not meet the reality, nor does it represent 

the diverse stories and experiences that make the Island 

unique. Communicating a holistic Bruny story will greatly 

enhance the local and visitor experience. This could 

showcase stories reflecting the cultural, environmental, 

economic and social aspects of the Bruny way of life. 

This reimagined Bruny will come to life through multiple 

communication mechanisms and information sharing 

reflected in the opportunities below.

Key Opportunities

Develop and circulate “Hello Island; A Local’s Guide 
to Bruny” publication that celebrates the stories and 
‘islandness’ that characterises the Bruny
A quirky non-commercially driven ‘zine’ that shares the place stories, 
community values, what to look out for (interesting places as well as 
safety considerations) and favourite recommendations of the ‘real 
Bruny’ from the eyes of a local. Void of commercial advertising, the ‘zine’ 
showcases stories, people and places (including commercial places) and 
promotes upcoming events and activities. Commercial businesses would 
be highlighted objectively for their merits.

Seek grant funding to create the first summer edition, with continued 
publication on a quarterly, seasonal basis. Consider selling online and 
using the funds to produce future publications.

Develop a “Hello Island ; A Locals Guide to Bruny” 
website
Building on the hardcopy ‘zine’, the website should include greater detail 
about what makes the Island special, community values, interviews with 
locals, ‘visitors recommended gems’, and ideas for how to enjoy the island 
like a local. 

Refresh the Bruny News template and ensure wider 
circulation
Maintain the low-key community made character of the publication, with 
subtle update to graphics and simple visual communication (branding) 
to attract and capture broader audience. Explore grant funding 
opportunities or partner with a graphic design student to update the 
template.

Install a series of ‘What’s On’ noticeboards showcasing 
local events and activities, that builds on the new 
marketing materials
On top of prior mentioned locations at the ferry terminals include 
these noticeboards at Alonnah Hall, the Lighthouse and Dennes Point 
Community Hall. Include locals events and activities such as Friday night 
film nights, special food events, workshops, festivals, organised beach 
walks, yoga classes.

Regularly (weekly in peak, monthly in off-peak) updated by hand or 
printed and circulate events/activities to be included on the noticeboard.

Encourage businesses to create signage that become 
markers for place
Provided they meet commercial signage requirements, encourage 
business owners to create signs of beauty, valuing quality craftsmanship 
over quantity or size.

Build on the #Brunymeet Instameet Initiative
As previously noted, the images collected should be circulated across the 
Island and the Instameet event should be expanded to help build a more 
holistic Bruny brand. Encourage local community members and groups to 
contribute.
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Potential Partnerships or Resources for Delivery
• Bruny art and design community
• Men’s Shed
• Council’s Arts and Culture and Urban Design officers
• Local groups and organisations (‘Friends of’ groups)
• Bruny Island Tourism
• Kingborough Council
• State Government

“A zine (/’zi:n/ zeen; an abbreviation of magazine) is most 
commonly a small circulation self-published work of original 
or appropriated texts and images usually reproduced via 
photocopier. A popular definition includes that circulation must 
be 1,000 or fewer, although in practice the majority are produced 
in editions of fewer than 100, and profit is not the primary intent 
of publication. They are informed by DIY ethos.”
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Journey Marking  
and Wayfinding

The importance of navigation is twofold; to guide people 

and vehicles safely and to create an experience in itself 

that is enjoyable and helps build our understanding 

of place. These solutions are guided by engineering 

guidelines but also open an opportunity for creative 

interpretation. While it will be equally important to 

convey navigational information through brochures 

and marketing material, the use of physical elements ‘in 

place’ will add to an improved journey experience and a 

safer road network. It should also be acknowledged that 

natural and man-made features already provide landmarks 

that assist journey marking, for example passing a set of 

letterboxes, or a prominent retailer, The Neck, a unique 

house on a hill. This concept is ultimately about enhancing 

local landmarks.

Key 
Opportunities

Place sculpture silhouettes (a Bruny Art Trail) in the landscape as roadside 
navigation markers 
Commission local artist(s) to create a series of large sculptures, informed by a local story (for example, 
reflecting Indigenous and European heritage), that are positioned along the roadside or prominent hilltop 
locations (negotiation required on private land) that help orient drivers. Explore a process similar to that 
which enabled the Heritage Highway Silhouettes in the Southern Midlands. Incorporate artwork ‘stories’ and 
locations in Bruny marketing or brochure materials.  

Prioritise the installation of pull-over bays that allow for interesting information 
points
Locate at regular intervals along the roadway and prior to significant road junctions these pull-over bays 
should incorporate bespoke and rustic hand-made information boards which convey important stories and 
key site details. Mark pull-over bays on maps, and “Hello Island” guide (refer to The ‘Real Bruny’ Brand).

Place ‘farmgate’ stalls within pull-over bay, at information points and key sites
Honesty system roadside stalls would provide money for small-scale producers, through a community-owned 
and managed model. Commission the Men’s Shed to develop them and place them as entrance markers from 
the street, in particular for Alonnah Hall and in pull-over bays.

Prioritise road signage that indicates driving times, distances and conditions
In line with National and Tasmanian standards, continue to roll out signage across the Island that details road 
information, in particular distances from the ferry.
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Further Opportunities for Consideration
• Explore incorporating roadside markers as part of a children’s ‘eye-spy’ 

game.

• Encourage farming properties to display unused antique agricultural 
machinery, inviting Expressions of Interest in the Bruny News.

• The sculpture silhouette project may help to inform or support the 
creation of a sculpture park at a significant visitor site.

• Explore creating an iPhone audioguide, similar to MONA’s ‘O guide’, 
that provides a realistic and humorous take on the interpretation 
of the ‘Bruny Art Trail’ and weaves in stories recounted by locals of 
specific places along the journey. This may equally be part of a local 
radio frequency and build on the ferry soundscape project (refer to 
The Ferry Experience).

Potential Partnerships or Resources for Delivery
• Bruny’s Arts Community (artists and graphic designers)
• UTAS School of Art and Tas Regional Arts
• Men’s Shed
• Private landholders
• Department of State Growth (Transport)
• Kingborough Council
• Parks and Wildlife Service
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Experience Centre Pilot Project:  
Alonnah Hall

With Alonnah being centrally located on the main tourism 

route, the Alonnah Hall has the potential to play a key role. 

The Alonnah Hall provides the ideal setting to realise a 

visitors Experience Centre as a pilot project. This space 

will provide a platform for community groups and local 

businesses to meet and collaborate, and to showcase the 

Bruny community to the visitors. 

Success on this project could be replicable in future 

projects across the Island. This is a model that can be built 

on the Dennes Point Community Hall project - an inspiring 

example of collaborative community visioning, design and 

realisation - now an important community meeting place.

Key Opportunities

Provide a well-resourced co-working space to 
encourage visitors to stay longer and for a better work-
life balance for semi-permanent residents
Attract ‘shackies’ to stay longer and provide flexibility for Hobart-based 
businesses to connect with Bruny with a community of co-workers 
working from the space. Essential to the experience will be the access to 
great coffee, reliable Internet and ultimately a network of co-workers that 
improve knowledge share.

Work in collaboration with the existing Online Access Centre at Alonnah. 
Additionally, consider promoting the space through well known online 
co-working networks that promote co-working from international holiday 
locations (such as the Co-Working Visa Network).

Include flexible, affordable and easily accessible 
workshop spaces and tools and equipment hire
Flexible workshop spaces could support local craftspeople to run skills 
workshops with the ability to bump-in or out their own equipment as well 
as access to simple media needs (projectors, Internet and so on). Partner 
with the installation of a tool library (for art, craft and other supplies) 
comprised of donated items and added to over time.

Create space for a Co-op Cafe and Produce store
Essential for the cafe to offer exceptional coffee, Bruny grown and made 
produce, homemade take-home meals or gourmet hampers for travelers, 
and food-box pick-up and delivery (refer to Summer Resourcing, roaming 
produce truck). Funds from cafe should be put back into community 
projects (for example, base funds ready for grant applications where co-
funding is required).

The produce store may be staffed by volunteers would be eligible for a 
discount on groceries.

Incorporate a commercial kitchen for community use
Should allow for multiple users at one time, enabling small-scale 
producers and makers to create products for sale. This will also allow 
the potential for catered events to be held at the Hall. Promoting and 
enabling greater access will be essential. 

Create and implement a kitchen garden in partnership 
with the Bruny Island District School and Co-op Cafe
Connect with the existing vegetable garden at the School to blend the 
vegetable garden as part of the landscaped outdoor alfresco dining space 
with the Co-op Cafe. Include Children’s nature play, built by the school 
and Men Shed. Sell plants and seedlings once the garden is established. 

Ensure a regular programme of activities and events
“In coordination with other regular markets on Island, incorporate Sunday 
markets offering free stalls to local producers.. Include weekly local and 
visitor gatherings such as a Sunday Roast (complementing Friday ‘fish 
and chip’ night at the Jetty Cafe, Dennes Point). The Cafe may host food 
workshops, showcasing local producers and cooks (refer to Workshop 
and Skills-Share Destination). 

Make all spaces hireable for special functions, such as weddings.

Make this a destination for the arts and cultural 
community with Gallery and Exhibition spaces
Partner with existing arts events, including the Bruny Island Art Prize 
and the annual CWA Exhibition, both of which are existing Alonnah Hall 
events. Link to other Island galleries, including Lumeah and Dennes Point 
through workshops, Island exhibits and arts festivals through local groups 
such as Bruny Island Arts Inc.
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Further Opportunities for Consideration
• Explore placing a small-scale abattoir, keeping the food cycle as local 

as possible.

• Create sister-partnerships with like minded communities, offering 
residency opportunities for businesses and organisations to undertake 
short stints in the co-working space, bringing new energy and 
establishing place ambassadors.

Potential Partnerships or Resources for Delivery
• Alonnah Hall Committee
• Bruny Island Arts Inc. and Bruny Island Foundation for the Arts
• Paid staff and Volunteers to run Co-op cafe and produce store
• Council arts and community development staff could locate at the 

island during peak periods
• Primary School 
• Arts community
• Men’s Shed
• CWA to host regular meet-ups
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Workshop and Skills-Share  
Destination

Visitors of all ages and demographics are seeking 

immersive experiences; to live with locals, learn with 

locals and share skills within a distinct and inspiring 

setting. This is at the very heart of the ‘Conscious 

Traveller’, wanting connections, meaningful experience 

and slow, simplicity in their visitor experience; and herein, 

the ‘Conscious Host’ provides the platform for them to 

engage in these experiences. This amounts to a stronger 

local economy with support for small businesses and 

entrepreneurs, showcasing local talents, developing 

a deeper understanding of Bruny, and building local 

capacity and resourcing.

Key 
Opportunities

Create a biannual workshop calendar and database
Market Bruny skills, hobby or craft workshops as part of a broader database at a local and State level.

Partner diverse small businesses to create a holistic ‘learning getaways’
Encourage workshop or skills-share providers to incorporate food and accommodation as part of a package. 
Collaborate with businesses from all sectors including cultural, environment and food/agriculture groups. 
Exemplar collaborative relationships may be eligible for ‘Community Connections’ grants (refer to Connecting 
Community and Business).

Create a diverse programme of workshops that reflect Bruny’s ‘stories’
• Food classes and farming workshops with an incentive for visitors to learn about food production and 

explore smaller-scale producers.

• Arts classes run by local artists.

• Environment and endangered/endemic species classes and landcare or revegetation workshops.

• Aboriginal elder workshops at Murrayfield to teach language or craft skills (refer to Lunnawannalonna 
Stories and Opening Up Murrayfield).

Provide a platform for visitors and ‘shackies’ to facilitate skills share workshops
Allow locals to improve their skills and knowledge and inviting well-known experts to run ‘special guest’ 
workshops.

Create workshops that appeal to younger demographics
This will welcome new visitors to explore, or even to engage with the thought of making Bruny a permanent 
home and spread their positive experiences through ‘word of mouth’.
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Potential Partnerships or Resources for Delivery
• Bruny Island Arts and Bruny Island Foundation for Arts
• Food producers
• Men’s Shed
• Environment groups
• Parks and Wildlife Service
• ‘Friends of’ Groups
• Murrayfield and weetapoona Aboriginal Corporation
• Mainland Tasmania organisations experienced in workshops with 

partnership and co-share opportunities, including UTAS, TasTAFE or 
small businesses
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Walking Tracks

Tasmania is known nationally and globally for its walking 

tracks, many of which cater to the self-guided adventure 

tourist and experienced walkers. Equally, visitors come to 

the state to experience nature in its rugged, untouched, 

isolated beauty. These are elements to be celebrated 

and awaken in Bruny Island with the potential to create 

‘more accessible’ walking tracks that provide opportunity 

for families and those of moderate fitness to equally 

participate in beautiful walks in Bruny’s wild coastal 

landscape.

Key 
Opportunities

Prioritise the improvement of self-guided walking tracks including the 
Labillardiere Peninsula Circuit and the Fluted Cape Track
These tracks would require less investment for maximum benefit and are considered moderate ability 
tracks, thus suitable for families to access. Improve promotion of the tracks in marketing material and place 
information signage at trailheads from the Lighthouse noting distances and walking conditions, in particular 
to the Labillardiere track.

Create day-long to week-long walking experiences
Link walking tracks throughout the island and include simple overnight accommodation infrastructure where 
possible. Create tracks of varied difficulty that allow people of various abilities to walk segments of the track.

Promote tracks through self-guided walking guides (booklet and website)
Ensure the guide has clear and succinct graphics and includes information detailing conditions and abilities. 
Incorporate into unique wayfinding signage and markers along the journey.

Create a crowd-funding campaign for the updating of a selected walking track
Nominate a track to be upgraded, detailing fun and quirky pause points and interpretation signage along the 
path, on top of practical improvements. Instigate during the peak visitor period for maximum exposure. Get 
the whole community involved to donate services or accommodation as crowd-funding incentives. Explore 
local or state government body matching crowd-sourced funds. 

Success for this project through a crowd-funding approach could be replicated across all the concepts 
contained in this report.

Create a Citizen Forester Program giving volunteers the opportunity to 
contribute to the collection of flora (forest) data collection projects
Volunteers would gather information on vegetation for the Parks and Wildlife Service and the programme 
would help build a culture of Ambassadors and custodians to promote Bruny’s walking tracks and build a 
greater pool of volunteers.
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Further Opportunities for Consideration
• Night walking tours observing the Island’s endemic flora and fauna, 

such as the Quolls at night.

• Guided walks by local ‘Ambassadors’ (voluntary or gratuity payments) 
during peak periods. 

Potential Partnerships or Resources for Delivery
• Bruny Island Parks and Wildlife Service
• Kingborough Council and State Government
• Bruny Island Environment Network
• Men’s Shed
• Local artists and designers (architects and graphic designers)
• ‘Friends of’ Groups
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Historic Stories and  
Opening Up Murrayfield

Murrayfield Station is a significant and celebrated place 

on Bruny, with enormous potential to tell much more 

of the stories of the legacy of the Nuenone people, as 

well as the stories of European history on the island. A 

wealth of Indigenous knowledge and heritage exists and 

this provides a great tourism opportunity, so long as it is 

realised in an inclusive way and driven by the weetapoona 

Aboriginal Corporation and Indigenous elders. 

Bruny Island Historical Society also provide an 

opportunity to connect with Murrayfield and share great 

stories.  Murrayfield offers potential to play a key role 

in forming a wider appreciation of the unique natural 

environment and history. This would in itself establish 

Murrayfield as a destination and sit within broader 

Australian Government tourism initiatives around 

improving visitors experience of cultural heritage. 

Key Opportunities

Improve funding for weetpoona Aboriginal 
Corporation to implement visitor programmes
Increase access to funding to employ more Indigenous guides for culture 
share activities.

Start a special visitor experience programme with T2E
Building on Murrayfield’s current agricultural traineeships for Indigenous 
students, incorporate tourism skills improvement. Expand on the current 
partnership with Tas TAFEs Tour Guide Training program (Certificate III 
in Guiding) where students spent four days at Murrayfield Station where 
students tested their leadership skills as guides. 

Prioritise improvements and access to sites of 
significant cultural interest
Explore ways of providing access to the old quarry site and the ruins of St 
Peter’s Church in the short term. With success of these projects, funding 
for other sites may be easier to obtain with evidence of increased interest.

Establish a Murrayfield Ambassadors programme to 
provide regular guided walks across the land
Ambassadors would be nominated Aboriginal Elders or representatives 
who should be encouraged to partner with local guided tour operators. 
They would act as custodians, spreading the Murrayfield story through 
‘word-of-mouth’ (sharing everything from its agricultural uses to cultural 
sites, threatened species and cultural stories) and would assist in 
negotiating greater access to the entire Station.

Create a Murrayfield cultural experience
Expand commercial realities of Murrayfield with low-impact purpose 
built accommodation to fund care-taking. Create a cultural exchange 
programme for visitors, for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous persons. 
Encourage Bruny locals to contribute to these learning opportunities.

Explore the potential for an Indigenous cultural centre, 
cafe and native nursery
Diversify Murrayfield’s offer, complementary to farming. Consider the 
opportunity to include a native plant and bush food focus with the 
cultivation of native seeds and plants and the opportunity for visitors 
interested in horticulture to learn more about rare, endemic plant species. 
Explore a model that complements the cultural aspects and can run a 
business component to further extend access.

Reimagine broader island Indigenous interpretation
Link to a broader story told across the Island, with priority for the 
Truganini memorial at The Neck.

Share the Murrayfield story in Bruny marketing 
collateral
Include the story of Murrayfield in the “Hello Island” zine (refer to The 
‘Real Bruny’ Brand). Reveal its significant heritage sites, endemic and 
endangered flora and fauna, and stories of those who keep it running 
including profiles of the young Indigenous agriculture trainees.
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Potential Partnerships or Resources for Delivery
• weetapoona Aboriginal corporation
• Murrayfield Station
• Kingborough Council
• State Government

Further Opportunities for Consideration
• Organise workshops with Aboriginal Elders, partnering with the 

Aboriginal Elders Council of Tasmania, including learnings around 
painting, woodcraft and obtaining ocher.
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Improving the Island’s 
Accommodation Experience

Where visitors stay is an integral part of their experience 

and ability to connect with a place. The role of the 

accommodation ‘host’ is critical in connecting visitors to 

Bruny stories. Diversity in accommodation type is integral, 

particularly when planning to appeal to particular visitor 

segments including families, young demographics who 

may wish to work from Bruny or special interest groups 

such as Volun-tourism. Most importantly options should 

encourage multi-day stopovers, so that visitors extend 

their visits.

Key Opportunities

Create one or a series of community-owned and 
managed camping experiences that help fund 
community initiatives and visitor connection to place
Initially pick a trial site for the first community owned camping 
experience, such as at the Quarantine Station, which references the 
pitched canvas tents of the inter and post-war periods. Encourage 
utilisation by school groups or for volunteers working or assisting 
community projects. Revenue generated should be utilised for the 
upkeep of the camp location and for other community projects 
(potentially other concepts in this report). Also explore hosting skilled 
professionals to assist in projects, for example a graphic designer could 
assist with exhibits and interpretation signage.

Explore partnerships with ‘glamping’ operators as well as similar 
successful local businesses to manage and test the concept. Success 
on this project should lead to replication at other sites such as at 
Murrayfield, along walking tracks to create multi-day experiences, and at 
the Lighthouse.

Transform successful trial camping experiences 
into permanent high yield community-owned and 
managed accommodation experiences
Successful trial camping experiences that contribute to the vibrancy and 
local economy of the Island and improved visitor connection to place, 
may be appropriate to transform into permanent accommodation offering. 
Consider high yield stays in lesser know Bruny locations, with those 
on public land capable of generating revenue back into their location. 
Discuss creating a sustainable build project for its permanency.

Explore private interest through a PPP to create a 
unique no-electricity and low-impact ecolodge
Create a community-owned and run sustainably-built and run ecolodge 
with solar panels providing electricity for communal areas and candlelight 
used in rooms. This may be promoted as a more up-market destination. 
Encourage locals to offer workshops (crafts, gardening, and cooking) or 
guided walks from the accommodation with visitors paying locals directly.

Encourage existing Accommodation Hosts to enhance 
their offer
Work closely with Island accommodation hosts to carefully consider all 
aspects of their offer by connecting to Bruny ‘stories’. Provide training 
and support in ‘Placemaking curation’ that will greatly impact visitor 
experience such as supplying a larder with local seasonal produce, 
exhibiting local artists’ work for sale, sharing upcoming Island activities 
and events, sharing word of mouth ‘local tips’, and tailoring visitor 
connection to Island offering such as workshops.
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Potential Partnerships or Resources for Delivery
• Bruny Island businesses 
• Bruny Island Tourism organisations
• Kingborough Council
• State Government
• Parks and Wildlife Service
• ‘Friends of’ Groups
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